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"Monologue" is about feelings. It's a mystical thing, without us realizing it, there is
always something hidden behind a scene. So, in "Monologue", I am trying to reveal what
is hidden in one's emotion, through images with text disturbance and inner voices.
The main reason why I chose "Monologue" as the title is because I foresaw that this is
the best way for me to bring up message that the character in this movie is actually talking
to herself. In her mind, she is having a conflict, she is finding a way to release her emotion
and asking for the answer within her.
Story and Research
"Monologue" is based on Hans Christian Anderson's popular story "An Ugly
Duckling". I took this story a step further by making it as a symbol of one's feeling being
left out from a family/community. It is admitted that once in our life, we feel that we are
unwanted and nobody loves us and this feeling is normal.
Starting from this "being rejected"feeling, I try to study about "An Ugly Duckling" story
and there the story starts. Being born in a so called "beautiful" community makes an odd
one feeling really left out. I make the "Ugly Duckling" character as the one who is always
being discriminated. Everybody hates her, only because she is ugly.
The story starts with four eggs starting to hatch. I watched and studied the eggs hatching
by watching the movie "Flyaway Home". Here, I really observed the geese's characters as
they are similar to swans or ducks.
On this opening scene I render an explanation about how people can really hate one
another just because of the outlook and appearance. Here, I introduced the "Ugly
Duckling"
as the main character, and as the story moves on, this main character faces a lot
of rejection, becomes isolated, being mis-treated by its own family and feels very sad.
Since the main character (the ugly duckling) is the most important part of this movie, I
have many close-ups of its face. Emotions are shown with tears and body language.
Texts are another element that brings emotion to the scenes. Words are in different
languages but bring the message which is sometimes understood by the appearance. In
this moivie,text plays a role as an indirect story-teller. It plays as an equal part as the
other elements on the scene. Text is not only meant to add new element, but to express
the situation or emotion more clearly.
As the story develops, after a while being rejected and left out, the ugly duckling starts to
feel really miserable and wants to run away from home. She wants to go far, the farthest
that she can to ease her pain. Here, I introduced a scene where we can see the
development of this "Ugly Duckling". The seasons change and so do this ugly little one.
From an ugly little creature she morphs to a beautiful young swan. Nothing is impossible
in animation and this scene adds a beauty of animation effect that cannot be achieved
through live action movie without the help ofCGI.
Aesthetically, my movie is like an animated storybook. The composition is booklike and
so is the use of colors. The story is very simple but the appearance of some words and
texts bring this storybook to another step: revealing what is hidden behind the scene.
There are many symbolic elements on the scene, the color scheme is varied to represent
the different moods of the story.
There are some slight gestures that might not be noticed but they play a very important
role in the movie. The "rejection" phenomena is always shown by looking away, ignoring
or even running away. The slight movement of the eyes in some cases also suggesting the
rejection for example when the mother duck glances at the ugly duckling while feeding the
otherduckling.
Most of the rejection scenes are in the ugly duckling's point of view but there are several
shots where the rejection scene is not in her view. This is done to put the audience into
the ugly duckling's perspective. The ugly duckling is always looking down and most of
the time looking to herself. This is done to convey that this ugly duckling is searching for
the answer within herself and in the same time trying to accept the fact that she is
different.
My movie has a very simple story to tell but the bigger task is to ask the audience to
think. This is an experimental piece to see how much other elements (for e.g. texts and
sound effects) can give a better impact in conveying a message.
The beginning and ending of "Monologue" are bookends, slowly paces out with the sad
ending. But, this ending can be another start. A start for a new life for the young swan!
The bearlier shots (hatching eggs, "Ugly
Duckling"
closeup, other
ducklings'
close-up,
mother feeding the ducklings) are designed to introduce and establish the characters as
well as my animation style so that the viewers are ready for further actions.
Time also plays an equally important role in my movie. In order to get this movie
working and have the scenes bringing the right impact, I have to really sit an think about
the right sequence with the right pacing (duration). After the timing part is resolved, the
soundtrack needs to be taken into consideration.
I know that I will use music and other sound effects for my animation sountrack as this
piece needs more than just music. It needs an emotional touch and this can only be
achieved by inner voices that are composed in layers. The rhythm and intonation of
different words can be very effective if they are composed carefully. I understood that
audio plays a very important role in this movie as it creates an emotional bond with the
moving images. So, the inner voices together with some melancholic instrumentals are the
most effective way for me to create the feeling as they blend together.
Since my movie doesn't have any talking or narration, it must speak for itself. The inner
voices which I layeredin different places and tones, combined with associated rhythm of
music enhance the flavor of this movie. I intentionally made the layering of voice unclear
and it seems that the ugly duckling is saying a lot of things to herself. This is done to
show that she is facing a lot of conflicts in her mind and wants so much to let it out.
Aesthetics
I like paying attention to details and use bright colors. These elements enhance the scenes
as they create moods for the scenes. The compositions that I have are mostly booklike,
simple and direct without any complicated views. I would like my movie to be viewed
easily because it already has so many things happening on one scene.
As I said earlier, I paid so much attention in giving details on every scene. I really want
my movie to look and feel natural. To me, if I am making a jungle scene, I would like it to
look and "feel" like a real jungle, with every single detail imaginable, from a subtly moving
grass and leaves, water rippling with animated transparency and reflections, moving fog
with animated glow and glare, to changes of lights in the day. These details really give a
"flavor"
to my movie. They don't only enhance, they also play an important role on my
animation.
To have my scenes close enough to nature, I study the textures around me. It is
fascinating when I become very sensitive towards environment. I started to appreciate
things more, especially when I see a lot of complicated process happening every day like
subtle movement of the leaves when the wind blows, the way people and animals move,
how birds fly, how eggs hatch and foremost the changing of seasons. I am lucky because I
started my thesis in summer, the beautiful spring season was just over, then, fall and
winter came. So, I have the advantages of observing the seasons too. And these help me a
lot in understanding the changing colors of environment which I need to have in one ofmy
scenes, the most significant scene in my movie, the scene where the ugly duckling slowly
morphs to a young swan over the changing seasons.
For the feathers of the birds, I used the feather textures which are available in
Alias/Wavefront but altered them till it suited what I needed. I added a subtle noise to the
green shaders for the leaves and added altered fractal noise on the ground shaders. I was
really happy because even though I didn't have the chance to add my
"personal" drawing
touch to my movie, but yet to be able to make these scenes close enough to what I
planned, really gave me a great deal of satisfaction.
For the duckling characters, I watched "Flyaway Home" over and over to make me really
understand about their behavior. I studied the shaders, how they move, play, run and
swim. I have the advantage because in doing animation, I can always plan the movement
and exaggerate any actions which I feel appropriate. For example, having the ugly
duckling morph to a swan while the seasons change and having the scene with ugly
duckling and swan crying, are not really possible ifwe are only dealing with live-action
movie.
Techniques
Alias/Wavefront is really a great tool for me. Even though I am a new user of this
software, I have so much fun learning and experimenting. Even though I am learning
almost everything on my own, with a lot of suggestions and comments from my
professors and fellow colleagues I achieved almost everything that I wanted to have in my
movie. I never took any modeling course on Alias but my passion on producing a good
movie made me model my characters and scenes based on the simplest tools that I knew. I
am very pleased that I could create the characters and scenes without so much trouble.
Since I have a very tight timeline, I divided my thesis process into 3 sections and this is
how I planned my schedule. Most ofmy characters were built with the simplest tools
that I knew. I created only one duckling to start with. I built the body only by using the
simple revolve tool, nothing fancy. I later pulled some cvs to get a proper look of a
duckling's body. I do the same thing to other parts of the body. The tighs are also built
from a revolve object and I duplicated it to have a pair. For the feet and the toes, they are
actually built from one cone that I altered and duplicated. For the wings, I do the same
thing too! Only the process is harder because I need to pull more cvs to get the right look
of a wing. Eyes and eye balls are from direct sphere and the head is modified from a
sphere also. The beak is from a cone, I pulled some cvs till I got the right look and
duplicated it to have a pair.
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After I finish modeling this one duckling, I built the skeleton which later is to be used for
animation. I save it. This becomes a template where I can import as many ducklings as I
want in any scene. I also use this basic duck model for the mother duck and the swan. It
saved me so much time not having to model every single duck character. The only
difference for the swan was I had to build another different object as the neck and joint
them together so that I could animate the movement of the swan's head. When I first
started with the neck and the body as one piece, I had difficulty animating it. The neck
and the body was distorted since it was only one piece. Then I realize that I should build
a separate neck part and attached it to the body and the head, and, after doing this, I can
animate the head movement easily.
For the background scene, I also start the scene by making a background template and this
background is used throughout the movie. I create leaf from a skinned object, make copies
of them as
"instances" (Alias/Wavefront term which means to copy the object as a
uniform geometric and this takes a minimum memory size) to form a bush. Then
from this one bush, I later make instances to have many bushes. For the ground. I build a
planar, added cv points and pull and push them to have a natural ground effect. I alter the
ground shader. add some textures and noise and apply it to this ground and the effect is
real! For the tree and the branches, again, I use a simple object which is a cylinder. I also
pull the cvs to have a look like a natural branch and trunk, duplicate the branches, attach
them to the trunk and then it becomes a tree. After that, I also make instances out of this
ready made tree, to create a jungle scene. The grass is also instances built from a modified
cone.
As I discover the "beauty" of using "bump map" in Alias/Wavefront, I notice that I have
entered a whole world of fascinations. By using animated bump map, I can easily create
the effects that I want to achieve, especially for the rippling water. This is one of the
most inexpensive tool for me since I just need to have a planar and animated the bump
map on the water shader without having to build the ripple on the water surface which I
did to start with. It is really difficult because I need to animate the ripples by pulling the
"cv points" and this way is almost impossible since with this method I will need to pull
hundreds of "cv points". This water shader unfortunately changed according to the lights I
use for different scenes. So, I spent so much time with trials and error, keep rendering till
I fiund out the correct color and transparency for the shader.
I originally wanted to have a painterly look on my movie, loaded with realistic textures
especially for the
birds' feathers but I have to put this idea aside because to work cross
platform is really time consuming and the effects that I want to have are not comparable
to the quality of images that I lose. I actually have tried this method, I rendered my scenes
as TIFF images, FTP'ed them to Macintosh and altered them, but they simply didn't
work. The rendered images didn't look like what I have on SGI monitor. The color was
much darker and just looked awful. I was thinking to use Phtoshop to paint over the
images but had to forget about this idea since painting over
"de-graded" images would
only make them look worse.
In order to at least achieve realistic textures for the characters and have the organic effects
by using what are available in Alias/Wavefront, I study my surroundings. Carefully I
observe the textures in nature especially for the leaves, vegetations and foremost, the
feathers. I also observe how the wind affected the leaves when it blows, how subtle is the
motion and how much impact it will add to the scene. After observing nature, I go back to
Alias, experimenting on many textures, colors and shaders till I found the shaders that
were closed enough to what I wanted to have on my movie.
I then start to animate my scenes when all my models are done and I have a basic look of
every scene that I designed on my storyboard. I start to animate the characters, the
scenery and also the lighting. Lighting without any doubt, plays a very important role in
my movie. I spend a lot of times studying the light in nature. Lights do not only make
things visible on the scenes but it also explains the changing of time and seasons. Besides,
it also brings moods to the scenes. In Alias/Wavefront I have the advantage of animating
the color, fog, glow, intensity and almost everything you can think of to change the
appearance of any scenes. I use animated lighting effects on the scenes like when the ugly
duckling waking-up, the mother duck sleeping, the ugly duckling starts to walk for the
long journey and the finale, the flyaway home scene.
The hardest parts on producing
"Monologue"
are to have the hatching eggs and ugly
duckling metamorphosis scenes look as natural as possible. I spend almost two months
on experimenting the best way to animate the cracking eggs. I start with just animating
foreign flat objects on the eggshells to make them look like cracking but this did not work.
I later start to animate the shader which was closed enough to what I want but still
doesn't reach my goal, which is to have them really hatching! I finally I find out that I
can make many cracks on the eggshells by using the "create curve on
surface"
tool. Split
them into different parts and then animate them so that they split and fall apart one by
one. This is really time consuming but the result is incredible.
For the metamorphosis scene, I start with more realistic jungle scenes with a lot of trees,
grass and leaves but the file is huge. I can't even render the whole scene. I have to
eliminate a lot of unnecessary vegetations in order for this to work. I then make the
bushes with bigger leaves since this doesn't consume that much memory. I get them
rendered but I am not satisfied with the movement of the duck. I go back to alter the walk
cycle and make the movement more realistic, with moving head and wings. After I test
rendered this scene for almost 10 times, I finally get the effect that I want.
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Timing/Animation Issues
I resolvedmy timing problems using an "inexpensive" editing techniques since timing is
very important to make the "rejection" series in my movie successful. I start with the
hatching eggs scene to introduce the first rejection. I cut the scene just after the ugly
duckling looks around while the rest of the ducklings nod down their heads. The action is
very fast but the rejection effect is shown effectively. I then cutaway to the three
ducklings running around happily, and quickly cut back to a close-up of the ugly duckling,
also to show another rejection. I showed from one rejection to another with a quick cut to
exagerrate the sad scenes.
In the pond scene, while the three ducklings are swimming together towards the mother
duck and the ugly duckling is left behind, I cut to the top view to show that they run
away as soon as one of the ducklings notices that the ugly duckling is trying to join them.
I really need to plan where to cut and how many extra frames are needed to have a
sucessful scene.
Before the metamorphosis scene, I want to show that the ugly duckling fels miserable and
wants to leave. This metamorphosis scene is the longest scene in my movie since I need
to have enough time to show all the changes, the changes of the seasons and the ugly
duckling to a. young swan.
The duckling starts to walk in a very
"wobbly"
motion with rough and obvious
movements of her wings and tail, then she starts to walk gracefully as she starts to morph
to a swan. After this scene, I fast cut from one scene to the other to show the fast
movement of the story till she reaches the new pond with three beautiful swans.
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This happy scene doesn't last long, the young swan suddenly remembers her mother and
wants to go back. I show her moving towards a different direction which is to the left,
opposite to when she was walking to the new place before. I briefly show her walking
because too much walking scenes will be redundant. I then cut to a destroyed land scene
panning from right to left, this is again to stress that she is now in her old place. All the
scenes after this are in fast cut to show the time movement. I want to explain that time is
the key to this part of the movie and only by doing fast cuts, my goal can be achieved.
For my sound track, the timing is also crucial because audio and sound effects also play
an important role in my movie. I need to know where exactly to start and to stop the
music and the inner voices to give the best effect to the movie. For example, I start the
movie with a soft instrumental music and I fade in the inner voice just before I cut to the
close up of the ugly duckling's face on the introduction scene. The other example where
timing is important is when I put the melancholy desert music in the sad scene (the scene
where the swan saw the destroyed land). This desert-like music is only suitable for the
destroyed land scene and it has to stop just before the scene ends. I then fade in another
melancholy instrumental, to the close-up of the swan thinking, then, the sound becomes
louder over the black scene and it's at the fullest pic when the young swan starts to fly
back to her new place. The music then slows down and fades out as the movie ended.
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Editing/Assembling The Final Movie
Editing this movie taught me that animation is a process that you have to carefully plan.
Things doesn't happen accidentally or without plans. And even if I have planned my
movie really well, there are still unexpected things that happened, technical problems like
the network goes down or the computers break down. Working on a digital based movie
to start with and to edit it using a manual method makes me feel a bit frustrated. Though
the analog editing system is not as great as the non-linear editing system I am surprised
with what I have in the end.
When I first put the footage on video, I am a bit shocked. The scenes that I think are in
the right sequences have to be re-shuffled. Here, the editing becomes very important.
Some later scenes, (for example the running around ducklings) in my story board has to be
put earlier even though they appear later on my storyboard.
I also need to throw away some of the scenes to make this movie work, then this movie
starts to make sence. Even though I am a bit upset because I like the effect that I have on
those scenes like the moving mist and glare, I still need to sacrifice those because the
overall story ofmy movie is more important.
I also have to create a new scene with a low angle (for the close-up of the ugly duckling's
face) to make the feeling left-out scene more powerful. As I cut away to the mother duck
feeding the other duckling, this previous scene possesses a great sence of sadness.
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For the sound track, I compose the sound in Deckll, another new software to me. Deckll
is really great and I can achieve what I want on my sound track after only an hour of a
brief lesson on how to use Deckll from a friend ofmine. I first record and alter the sound
and music that I want to use in SoundEdit 1 6, save them as AudioAIFF and I import
them in Deckll. I later put them in layers and listen to the effect. 1 play the edited
animation in the same time as I am editing the soundtrack so that I can synchronize the
soundtrack with the movie. After about 4 hours assembling the sound effects and the
music, the soundtrack ofmy movie is ready.
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Problems Encountered/Lessons Learned
In the process of doing my thesis, the most important thing I learn is time management
and problem solving techniques. It is a reliefwhen I realize that my thesis movie is done
and I can finish it within the time frame that I planned. I start my thesis in mid-summer
1997 and during that time I think that I have a lot done and I can finish my movie earlier
than my schedule but when I started the animation, a lot of problems occurred. I have to
deal with disk space issues when I exceed my quota several times, then I face rendering
space issues, storage issues but on the other hand I can't stop working since time is really
crucial for me as I need to follow my schedule. I also learn to cope with stress and I am
lucky that I don't get sick even though I don't have enough rest and sleep for more than
two months.
The significant scenes on my movie (the egg hatching scene and the metamorphosis scene)
take much longer time than I planned. These two scenes really put me behind schedule.
But, since I know that I need to work on other scenes too, I work on other scene in the
same time as I am doing this complicated scene. I don't make myself really concentrate on
one scene and forgot about the rest, since I have about 36 scenes to do. I sometimes have
to use up to 4 computers at the same time to make me accomplish what I have to do. This
can only be done if the lab is not busy and I do this a lot in summer and during the early
Fall quarter when the lab is not so busy with other students.
I start my test render a bit too late but luckily things go well. I then start my full render
and with the help ofmy professor, Assoc. Prof. Maria Schweppe, I get the priority to
render on more than one machine every night. I finished all my renders in about one and a
halfweeks and dump the rendered images on ODR. I then transfer the images to SVHS
tape. I start to do rough edit and did my final editing just a day before my scheduled
screening. Again I was so grateful that everything goes as well as is scheduled.
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Since a thesis is a process that needs a long period of time, I am skeptical that I can do it
in about six months. With my basic knowledge in Alias/Wavefront, I realize that I learn so
fast because I know that I need to have my work done. Alias/Wavefront has endless
possibilities for the animators to create any effect that they want. Every single parameter
inAlias/Wavefront could be animated.
I also learn that I can only be strong in facing any difficulties that I face if I really love
whatever I am doing. In this case I always face hardware problems, especially when the
network goes down, went the computer freezes and breaks down and when I go over my
disc quota.
I am confident that I gain valuable knowledge and skills while I am doing "Monologue"
since I can do my animation from a very basic knowledge of the software. I know that
the software will change in the future and Maya has already come out to
"replace"
Alias/Wavefront, but I am positive that I could cope with the changes because if I could
do it before it won't be a problem for me to deal with the same problems later.
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TREATMENT
This will be a short experimental animation, a combination of 3D and 2D animation which
can last from 3 to 5 minutes. This piece is meant to be an emotional expression of a
person's feeling towards life. Here, to convey the message, I will explore and experiment a
lot with lines and other images such as graphs, formulas and graphical strokes overlapping
or layering on top of the animated 3D background. These images will appear, disappear
and reappear in some parts of the animation. I will also do some experiments on the rhvthm
and motion of these 2D effects.
This story is based on a simple fairy tale which is known as "An Ugly Duckling" by HansChristian Andersen. The story will start with flashbacks with a few eggs in a nest. The
eggs start to hatch almost at the same time. When all the eggs are hatched, there is one
duckling which looks quite different from the rest. This duckling is more hairy and the
color of its fur is also quite different. In the next shot, from far, this duckling looks out to
her siblings and looks back to herself. She knows that she looks weird compared to them.
She looks back to them and sees their smooth silky fur. Again she looks back to herself
and cries.
Then, this duckling feels sadder when she wants to play with them in the pond, they run
away from her. The same thing happens as she tries to go to her mom. At the other scene,
when the duckling sees her family is having fun in the pond and her mom is feeding the
other ducklings, she tries to get closer to the group but they scatter away in different
directions as if she is carrying or spreading diseases.
Later, this duckling tries to talk to her mom but her mom ignores her. She tries very hard to
be closed with her other siblings but they are still avoiding her. She feels very sad and cries
again, in her mind she loves so much to be with her family there but she knows that she
has to leave-. One fine morning as the sun begins to rise, she decided to leave at least for a
short while. She looks away to her mom who is still fast asleep. She cries and waves to her
mom gently. She cries again because she doesn't want to leave her but she knows that she
has to because her existence is not accepted there.
Early on this animation, as the duckling is still young and ugly, I will try to show the
conflict in her mind by adding some 2D effects consisting imbalance formulas, incorrect
graphs, statements of protest in different languages, expressive lines or strokes and very
vivid rhythm of 2D motion.
Then after a long journey, this duckling arrives in a beautiful place and her existence is
greatly welcomed by the community there a group of beautiful swans. She later joins the
crowd. She finds out that she has changed physically. Through her reflection in the pond,
she notices that she is now one of them too! She is so happy to start with, she swims and
mixes around with them. She only realizes how beautiful life can be, she can enjoy the
view of beautiful sparkling stars at night.
Now, things are different and I will show the harmony and peace that this young swan is
experiencing by adding balanced formulas, correct graphs, very nicely composed words
with a soft and subtle motion to show how much she is enjoying her new life.
Anyway, this doesn't last long, while she is looking up in the sky, she suddenly sees her
mom's reflection. She realizes that she misses her a lot, she cries and cries and she wants
so much to go home. Here, the 2D effects will appear as if they are in a melancholic mood
Everything will move slowly and the "positive feeling' effects will also slowly vanish. The
next morning, she leaves the place. She walks home so fast and the long journey seems
shorter. She finally reaches home but nothing stays the same. The place is destroyed. She
can only see her mom's grave. She cries again, this place is no longer hers. She sits down
by her mom's grave and thinks. Finally she makes a decision she has to fly back to the
pond where she belongs, a pond with beautiful swans. Scene then fades to black.
Method
The character animation will be done in 3D, using Alias/Wavefront and the 2D effects will
be done either in Photoshop or Painter. I will also do some experiments on the quality of
handpainted textures on the rendered 3D images. Therefore, I can give a painterly look to
this whole piece of animation. This is important because by doing this I can make the 3D
and 2D animation look as if they are working together, not separated or contradicting each
other.
In this animation, I will give a lot of emphasis on the duckling. Most of the shots will be in
this duckling point of view or at least there will be flashbacks with the duckling itself in
them. This is done because I would like to show the whole conflict in its mind. Here, I will
not have a background music, so, the sound will be limited to repetitive keywords on what
is actually playing in the person's mind. These words are not necessarily in English. I will
do a lot of experiments with suitable words to create rhythmic effect then I will compose
them in the digital sound editor like SoundEdit or Deckll.
When the animation is done, it is going to be stored in the ODR and later to be transferred
to SVHS tape. After that, when the audio is ready, both of them are going to be edited onto
a SVHS tape. The final piece will also be on SVHS tape. .
TIMELINE
Summer 96* (1 credit)
June By this time I should have most of the pre-production and research done.
Revise the character and consult the advisor. Start modeling.
Meeting with advisors and discus about the progress that needs to be
accomplished by the end of summer.
July Continue modeling and start some testing on difficult animation first.
August Continue modeling and domore testing on the character animation.
Do test renders and start experimenting with 2D effects.
Fall 97' (5 credits)
September Continue testing on animation, do more test renders. Study and explore more
on 2D effects. Revise and do any changes or corrections.
Meeting with advisors once in two weeks or whenever necessary.
October Continue the animation process. Work and experiment more on 2D effects.
Start some final renderings and adding effects.
Meeting with advisors once in two weeks or whenever necessary.
November Revise and do any changes or corrections.
Continue final rendering and adding effects.
Start recording audio and composing the audio effects.
Meeting with advisors once in two weeks or whenever necessary.
Winter 97' (6 credits)
December Continue final rendering and adding 2D effects.
Meetingwith advisors once in two weeks or whenever necessary.
January Continue rendering the animation and adding 2D effects.
Start the editing and audio dubbing. Ready for final defense and thesis
screening.
Target Thesis Screening : Jan 15, 1998.
THESIS BUDGET
Research
Script
Storyboard
Animatic
2D Animation
3D Modeling
3D Animation
Image Retouching
Audio Composition
Audio Recording
ODR
Zip Disks
Contest Fees
SVHS Tapes and Dubbing
TOTAL
Estimate In Kind Actu
$600 > $500 $100
$1000 $980 $20
$1000 $950 $50
$1000 $970 $30
$4000 $4000 $0
$8000 $8000 $0
$12000 $12000 $0
$5000 $5000 $0
$500 $450 $50
$1000 $950 $50
$300 $0 $300
$100 $0 $100
$200 $0 $200
$100 $0 $100
$34800 $33800 $1000
Actual Thesis Timeline
My work goes pretty much on schedule all the way through. I started seriously with my
thesis in Mid June and finished by Jan the 23rd 1998. I move my screening date from Jan
the 15th to Jan the 25th due to some technical problems.
Even though I spend longer time for some of the difficult scenes like in the opening scene
(hatching eggs scene) and in the metamorphosis scene, I can still do the other scenes
according to schedule since I sometimes have the chance to use more than one computer
when the computer lab is not so busy. During the last four weeks before my screening, I
worked almost 18 hours everyday to get my work done.
June 1997
I start to model the characters and scenes.
July 1997
I continue modeling the scenes and start to arrange the scenes according to the storyboard.
August 1997
I start the animation.
September November 1997
Continue testing and refining the animation. Also do test renders.
Finish all my animation
by the end ofNovember 1997.
December 1997
I start the final renderings and dump them on ODR. Start to do the soundtrack.
January 1998
I start the first rough editing on Jan the 15th. I am not so happy with the sequence and
have to go back to re-arrange the scenes. On January the 21st. I am ready with the semi
final cut, but it need another supporting scene. So, I have to go back to Alias and create a
new scene and then add this scene (close-up of the duckling's face from a low angle) for
the final edit. I finished editing the movie (without soundtrack) on January the 22nd and
start to edit with the sound and have my movie done on January the 23rd 1998.
January 25th 1998
"Monologue" is shown to the audience in the Screening Room A. Building 7B (Gannette
Building).
THESIS BUDGET
Estimate In Kind Actu
Research $600 $500 $100
Script $1000 $980 $20
Storyboard $1000 $950 S50
Animatic $1000 $970 S30
2D Animation $4000 $4000 $0
3D Modeling $8000 $8000 $0
3D Animation $12000 $12000 $0
Image Retouching $5000 $5000 $0
Audio Composition $500 $450 $50
Audio Recording $1000 $950 $50
ODR $300 $0 $300
Zip Disks $100 $0 $100
Contest Fees $200 $0 $200
SVHS Tapes and Dubbing $100 $0 $100
TOTAL $34800 $33800 $1000
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Video She remember her mom.. 2D effects slow
dCVTLf>IS)
Audio Repetitive keywords slowdown
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Video Pan down lo her reel again. She's ready to go
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Time - 5 sees.
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Audio Repetitive keywofdsslows duv/n . Audio
Time 3 sec*. Time
Video Cutaway to fcWff young swan flying away.
(LS)
Audio Repetifa'v<! keywords fade*out
Time A sees.
The young swtoo i's thinking by (he side of her
mom's gravefMS)
Repetitive keywords fades out.
3 Sees.
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